
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Building CO 119 and Hover Street is a necessary independent utility 
component of a well-planned and studied $300M program of 
improvements in the Colorado State Highway 119 (CO 119) Corridor (the 
Corridor). The $27.1M project will reconstruct the skewed intersection at 
CO 119 and Hover Street in Longmont, Colorado (Longmont) – a critical 
node in what has long been identified as one of the highest priority 
corridor improvement needs. The intersection accommodates more 
of the traveling public than any other intersection along the heavily 
traveled Corridor between Longmont and the City of Boulder (Boulder). 
See Figure 1 for an aerial view.

Major developments are already underway, including a $30M Boulder 
County bikeway project and an $80M safety and mobility improvement 
project sponsored by Regional Transportation District (RTD) and 
Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT). The CO 119 and Hover 
Street intersection project (the Project) is Longmont’s contribution to the 
overall vision of planned improvements to the Corridor.

The Project is backed by the 2014 Northwest Area Mobility Study 
(NAMS) that identified CO 119 as the corridor as a priority arterial Bus 
Rapid Transit (BRT) corridor. In 2018, the Southwest Longmont 
Operations Study independently identified the CO 119 and Hover 
Street intersection one of the top priorities in Longmont, further 
raising the priority of the intersection in the region. In 2019, the SH 119 
BRT Planning and Environmental Linkage (PEL) Study 
narrowed in on critical improvement components along the Corridor, 
identifying the CO 119 and Hover Street intersection as one of its top 
priorities. Additionally, the Corridor and the Project are prominently featured in the recently developed Denver Regional Council 
of Governments (DRCOG) 2020 Regional Multimodal Freight Plan as critical facilities needing improvements to ensure 
optimal and safe regional freight movement. Links to the studies are listed in the TOC.

A key juncture connecting people to jobs, this intersection has long been known for its congested conditions; precarious, 
hairpin-like turn movements; and poor access to existing transit, as well as deficient pedestrian and bicycle connectivity. With 
total traffic volume increasing 25% on CO 119 and 30% on Hover Street, the level of delay is expected to increase by 2 minutes 
(+275%) for each vehicle in the AM Peak Hour, and by 3.5 minutes (+177%) for each vehicle in the PM Peak Hour if improvements 
are not completed (Southwest Longmont Operations Study, p 21). Options for fixing this intersection have been 
considered over the last 25 years, but few have provided realistic, cost-effective solutions until now. The most significant 
feature of the Project is the creation of a grade separation of one direction of travel. This will facilitate increased safety, mobility, 
and connectivity for the general public and the movement of freight between under-served, rural areas of Weld and Larimer 
counties. The planned improvements have the potential to eliminate 219 crashes and have a net present value of $33.3M and an 
economic benefit of $10.7M in crash reductions over the 20-year life cycle of the Project.
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Project Overview
As shown in Figure 3 (Source: https://commutingsolutions.org/
wp-content/uploads/04-Critical-Connectivity.pdf), the intersection 
of CO 119 (also known as Ken Pratt Boulevard within Longmont) and 
Hover Street is a major intersection for the region and plays a vital role 
in the connectivity between urban and rural areas along Colorado’s 
Front Range – an area bounded by a western mountain range and 
home to approximately 85% of Colorado’s population. In addition, 
the intersection is an integral connection between Weld, Larimer, 
and Boulder counties that provides access to jobs, education, and 
medical/health care opportunities in the Corridor area. The Project 
will ensure safe and efficient mobility for people and goods traveling 
by vehicle, transit, bicycles, electric bicycles, scooters, and on foot, 
which are critical to the continued prosperity and sustainability of 
the region. Figure 3 shows the relative traffic 
volume between the rural areas of Larimer, 
Weld, and Boulder counties heading along the 
Corridor toward Longmont and Boulder. The 
components shown in Figure 4 will improve 
the current condition by reducing conflicts 
and increasing transit, bicycle, and pedestrian 
access.

 
Transportation Challenges 
and Solutions
This area currently has a disproportionate 
number of crashes based on the average 
daily traffic (ADT). In addition, this intersection 
exhibits high levels of congestion and delay. 
To improve these conditions and mitigate 
these challenges, three critical changes will be 
integrated into the intersection design  
(Figure 4):

A new grade-separated tunnel under Hover 
Street will accommodate the westbound 
through movement to alleviate traffic 
congestion. Removing the westbound 
movement from the traffic signal phase 
allows a reallocation of signal time to the 
other priority traffic movements, thereby 
providing an acceptable Level of Service 
(LOS) for the existing and future conditions.

Critical Connectivity MapFigure 3
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A barrier separated bicycle (Figure 5) and 
pedestrian path through the tunnel will allow 
bicyclists and pedestrians to cross the north 
leg of Hover Street safely in both directions.
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Project History
The 2018 Southwest Longmont Operations Study 
resulted in recommended improvements and a suggested 
preliminary design for the CO 119 and Hover Street intersection. 
The proposed improvements were then combined in 2019 
with the larger $300M multimodal improvements along the 
Corridor. The current recommended conceptual design for the 
Project integrates the recently completed improvements for 
active transportation modes in the Corridor. The new proposed 
underpass connects to the existing northern detached multi-
use path, the southern bicycle and pedestrian underpass 
created in 2017 (Figure 6), and a relocated transit hub and 
shelter. The hub includes an enclosed bike shelter, plaza area 
with benches, and a bike and scooter share kiosk.
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Typical Section of CO 119 Looking EastFigure 5
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Broader Context of Other Infrastructure Investments
The Project helps complete a coordinated system of recent and planned safety and mobility improvements through the Corridor 
between Longmont and Boulder for people driving, riding transit, bicycling, and walking. The Project is a critical next step in 
delivering a larger plan for the future of the Corridor, which is a $300M program of projects aiming to improve the entirety of the 
Corridor. The Corridor has gone through an extensive planning process to deliver a product much larger than this intersection 
alone. While working with numerous partners (Partnership Section; Appendix C: Letters of Support) Longmont’s 
goal is to successfully deliver this critical location for bicycling, walking, and BRT, as well as an improved Front Range corridor.

The east-bound bus stop at the CO 119 and Hover Street intersection 
underpass will be maintained while also facilitating a proposed 
regional BRT route with a bus-only queue jump lane and connected 
vehicle (CV) technology to support transit signal prioritization (TSP).
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Statement of Work

Corridor Outlook MapFigure 7

The Project will include the following  
7 improvements:

Installing Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) technologies including TSP, variable message, and lane 
use signing for tunnel management and traveler information; a camera monitoring system; intelligent 
tunnel lighting; and enhanced cellular communications systems in tunnel to provide continuous service  

(see Innovative Technologies)

7

Widening eastbound CO 119 to add a third through lane 
and a third left turn lane to be used for BRT movements 
primarily and allowing access into proposed managed 

lanes further south of the Project

Enhancing bike/ped 
crossing treatments 
to minimize conflicts 

with vehicles

Installing a new 
traffic signal with 

a TSP system 
to facilitate BRT 

movements

5 64

Reconstructing the entire 
intersection, including new 

pavement (concrete and dowels), 
curb and gutter, bike/ped paths, 

and storm drainage

1

Utilizing existing auxiliary lanes on 
Hover street to either add a third 

through lane or Business Access/Transit 
(BAT) lane each direction and second 

left turn lane in each direction

Building a westbound 
CO 119 tunnel under 
Hover Street to carry 

two through lanes and a 
pedestrian and bike path

2 3

Exhibited in Figure 7 (source: https://
commutingsolutions.org/wp-content/uploads/
PEL-Corridor-Regional-Outlook-Map.png), the 
Project lays the foundation for future CO 119 Corridor 
projects, including managed lanes, high frequency 
BRT, bus TSP, and a commuter bikeway. These 
are critical factors in creating a more reliable and 
equitable regional transportation system through the 
incorporation of safe, efficient vehicular travel choices, 
with enhanced transit and bicycling infrastructure.

 
Total construction is estimated to cost $27.1M. 
Longmont completed preliminary design and is ready 
to initiate the final design and construction phases as 
soon as funding is secured. Longmont is considering 
a Best Value Project Selection process.

The Project Schedule is in the Environmental Risk 
Review Section and the budget is in the Grant 
Funds Section.
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